
Software-based full-disk encryption and PBA (Preboot Authen‐
tication) self-encrypting drive solutions are insufficient protec‐
tions for data. Adversaries have found ways to subvert these
protections and even ransom SEDs that have not been properly
configured. They also leave data accessible when Windows
boots, or when drives are unlocked, making data susceptible to
theft and ransomware.

Millions of PCs and servers—from Lenovo,® Dell,® HP,® Getac,®
and other manufacturers—currently have, or can be purchased
with, SEDs from leading storage manufacturers, including
Seagate,® Western Digital,® Hitachi,® Micron,® Samsung,® and
Toshiba.® In fact, almost all Lenovo PCs have been shipping with
SEDs for years. All of these can easily be converted with Cigent
D3E® software to become the most secure place to store data.

There are multiple use cases for incorporating advanced data
security for laptops and rugged devices, external media, high-
performance workstations, servers, and data backup arrays.

Cigent D3E takes an entirely new approach to configuring SEDs
by making entire sections of the drive completely unreadable
by hex readers at the sector level and therefore completely in‐
visible to adversaries, even if they get direct physical or remote
access to the PC or the user inadvertently clicks on ransomware
or malware. D3E enables protections by creating a Cigent Se‐
cure Drive which looks just like a Microsoft® OneDrive, Google®
Drive, Dropbox® Drive in File Explorer. The only person who can
access the Cigent Secure Drive is a trusted user, using D3E with
the key used to create the Secure Drive, and MFA (username
and password cannot be used to access Cigent Secure Drives.)

If an adversary gets physical access to the PC or SED itself and
compromises PBA credentials to boot the PC or unlock the
drive, they will still not be able to see the Cigent Secure Drive. If
an adversary removes the storage and tries to use the most

advanced techniques for data recovery, they will not be able to
get to the data.

To protect against data theft by adversaries who get remote ac‐
cess to a PC after the user boots and unlocks the Secure Drive,
Cigent® optionally adds an additional layer of MFA file access
protection for all files stored in the Secure Drive. This prevents
data exfiltration attempts as well as ransomware. And as soon
as the user locks Windows or manually locks the Cigent Secure
Drive, it is invisible again.

Cigent has also built and incorporated an array of threat detec‐
tion sensors and has established integrations with leading
security companies, including Cisco, VMware Carbon Black,
Sophos, CyberArk, PC Matic, and others to monitor for attacks.
If an attack is detected, Cigent Secure Drives are locked down
and made unreadable—automatically. World-renowned experts
in ethical hacking, using the latest offensive cyber techniques in
advanced data recovery and removal, have attempted to re‐
trieve data from Cigent Secure Drives and were unsuccessful.

These added security features also meet the data at rest and
protection via multifactor authentication requirements con‐
tained in the recent Presidential Executive Order.

D3E Premium* (Volume discount pricing available)

CGN-D3E-T1 1 user 1 year $99.80

CGN-D3E-T1-3Y 1 user 3 years $270.00

D3E Premium, Managed by Cigent SOC 24/7*

CGN-CXDR-D3E-T1 1 user 1 year $115.00

*Available for purchase on the following contract vehicles: GSA, NCPA,

OMNIA, MD COTS, NASA SEWP, NIH CIO CS.

Cigent Dynamic Data Defense Engine® (D3E) software converts any TCG Opal/Ruby commercial or enterprise SED into themost secure
place to store data, easily and effectively preventing data theft and ransomware by making entire portions of the SED completely
unreadable, invisible, and inaccessible to adversaries.
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